A R T Q U I LT P A T T E R N
and Step-by-Step Fusing Instructions

Wild Blue Jack
Jack in the Pulpits

Wild Blue Jack

Finished sizes 16" x 16" and 20" x 16"

Jack in the Pulpits

Fabric Requirements (to make one pattern)
n 1/2 yard of blue green fabric for border
n 1 fat quarter yard of green for background
n 1 fat quarter light green (different than above) for the Jacks
n 1 fat quarter darker green – for the Jacks
n 2 yards fusible web – WONDERUNDER® #805
n 1/2 yard of backing fabric
n Batting
n Quilting thread

Multiple
Versions

Materials List
n Rotary cutter, mat and ruler
n Sharp embroidery scissors
n Sharpie® extra-fine marker
n Iron
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Jack in the Pulpit 16" x 20"
This is a completely fused art quilt. No need to satin stitch the outline
of any of the pieces. This is a piece of ART and will never be washed.
The following directions are for making one of the three Jack- in -the- Pulpit
patterns. Two of the patterns are 16" x 20" finished and one is 16" square.
These directions are for making your quilt 16" x 20". If you are making it
16" square, please make the appropriate adjustments to the directions.
Materials: if you did not buy my fabric kit
o A - border, ½ yd blue/green fabric
o B - background, a fat quarter yard of green fabric
o C - a fat quarter of dark green for leaves and stems
o D -a fat quarter of light green for contrast of leaves and hood
o 25" x 21" of batting
o ½ yard of backing fabric
o ¼ yard fabric for binding

Other tools needed:
o 2 yards of fusible web (I prefer Wonder Under it says #805 on the end of the bolt)
o Rotary cutter, mat, and ruler
o Sharp embroidery scissors
o Mechanical pencil
o Sharpie extra fine marker
o Iron

Fusing your fabrics:
1. Before you begin, steam press all of your fabrics and batting to remove any wrinkles or creases. Then turn off
the steam and use a hot dry iron to apply the fusible web to the fabric.
2. cut a piece of border fabric that is 21" x 17". If you have not already done so, apply fusible web to the back
side of your background and border fabrics. To apply the fusible web, use a hot dry iron with the tacky side of
the fusible against the back side of the fabric. Let the fabric and fusible web cool, then peel away the release
paper (release paper is the paper that the wonder under fusible web sits on).
3. Keep this release paper intact because you will be using it throughout the process of creating your Jack- inthe- Pulpit quilt.
4. Layer the whole batting unit with backing fabric, pressing together to get a nice smooth sandwich. Set this
aside.
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Making the background and border:
1. Center the piece of release paper from the border fabric over your master pattern and trace with a pencil or
sharpie marker the wavy outline around the design. Place the release paper, tracing side down, against the fused
side of your border fabric and press with a hot dry iron to transfer the traced outline to the fused fabric. Be
careful not to let the iron touch uncovered fused fabric. The tracing will transfer to the back of the fused fabric.
2. Remove the release paper. Using very sharp small scissors or a rotary cutter, cut 1/4" inside the line around
the center shape to make a "frame" in your border fabric. Do the same thing to the green inside background
fabric, cutting on the transferred line so that it will fit over the frame. You can use a decorative blade in your
rotary cutter to cut this line. I used a pinking blade.
Making your Jack-in-the-Pulpit:
Now you will cut and assemble the design pieces for your Jack-in-the-Pulpit. Just in case you are tempted to
fuse the design pieces to your background as you go, don't!
1. If you have not already done so, apply fusible web to the back of the green fabrics for the leaves and stems
and allow it to cool.
2. Peel off the release paper from the green fabric for the leaves and stems.
3. Using a rotary cutter and ruler, cut from the lighter green fabric one straight stem on the bias 6" long and a
little more than 1/8" wide at the top and 1/4" wide at the bottom. Trace the second stem using a pencil and
transfer to the back of the lighter green fabric on the bias. Cut this second stem out with your scissors. Set these
stems aside for now.
4. Trace the large darker leaves onto the release paper using the sharpie marker. Place the marker side of the
release paper against the fused side of the darker green fabric. With a hot dry iron, transfer the leaf tracings to
the back of your fused leaf fabric. Remove the paper and cut out the leaves.
5. Repeat this process for the lighter leaf shapes using the lighter green fabric. Place these lighter leaf shapes on
top of the darker shapes and fuse them together. Make sure the darker leaves are resting on a piece of release
paper.
6. Repeat the tracing process for all of the Jack in the Pulpit pieces using different color greens for the different
pieces of the hood, flap and bowl of the Jack. Leave a little edge in areas that are going to overlap. Place them
on a piece of release paper that is sitting on top of the pattern and align your Jack pieces correctly. Fuse the
various pieces together on the release paper.
Fusing and finishing your Jack-in-the-Pulpit design:
Now for the fun---putting it all together into a quilt top!
1. Arrange all of the leaves, stems and Jack-in-the-Pulpit on to the center background fabric. Eyeball the
arrangement using the pattern and the picture on the cover as a guide.
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2. Using your sharp embroidery scissors, trim the stems even with edge of the background fabric.
3. Place the border fabric on a piece of release paper. Place the background fabric over the center hole of the
border fabric and fuse these two pieces together using a hot dry iron.
4. Using the steam on your iron, steam set all the pieces. Let it cool, and then peel the whole quilt top off of the
release paper.
5. Place the quilt top on top of your pressed batting and backing and tack fuse in place. Tack fusing is pressing
lightly with a hot dry iron.
6. Using matching or variegated threads outline stitch along the sides of all the stems. Do this with the feed
dogs up using a straight stitch. Outline stitching is like stitching in the ditch, right next to and not on top of the
design element. Straight stitch along the sides of each stem just like stitching in the ditch.
7. Switch to free motion mode on your sewing machine and outline stitch around the leaves and Jack-in-thePulpit. I did this using the same color green thread for all the outline stitching.
8. Use a red colored pencil, free form draw in the vein lines on the Jack-in-the-Pulpit. Stitch over these red lines
using red thread to create the veining on the hood and body of the Jack-in-the-Pulpit. The red pencil line
becomes a shadow behind the quilting line.
9. Free motion stitch the background and border to your liking. I also like to machine quilt my name in the
border using a matching thread. If you have never tried this before, use a pencil to write your name and then
free motion quilt over the pencil marks.
10. Press the whole quilt top well with a hot iron and steam to make sure all the fused pieces are set. Use a
rotary cutter to square up and trim the edges of the quilt, trimming it to 16" x 20". Add a hanging sleeve and a
fused or sewn binding of your choice. Be sure to add a label to your quilt.
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Finally we need to bind the quilt to finish it.
Materials needed for binding:
·
Decorative rotary blade, such as pinking, wave or scallop. Anyone will work.
·
Rotary cutter that fits decorative blades
·
Regular rotary cutter with plain blade
·
Rotary mat
Directions for binding:
·
Fuse web onto back of fabric to be used for binding.
·
Allow to cool.
·
Peel off paper - Save paper.
·
With regular blade in rotary cutter, cut 4 lengths of fabric about 1.5-2 inches longer than needed for
edge of quilt.
·
With deckle blade in rotary cutter ( I keep a separate cutter with the deckle blades on them), and using a
ruler as edge, cut binding at least 1.25 inches wide or wider depending on your preference. Remember,
it will be folded in half.
·
Fold binding in half along the long edge, use a creasing tool to press it down. DO NOT USE IRON at
this point.
·
Position binding against one edge of the quilt, butting it into the crease.
·
Using hot dry iron, press in place.
·
Do two edges like this. Press on both sides of quilt and trim at the ends even with quilt edge.
·
With the remaining two edges, position binding and press in place lightly, or just on top.
·
On the back side at the ends, peel up the back edge, tuck the front around to the back, and trim the back
flap even with the edge. Press in place on back.
·
Use decorative threads to top-stitch in place on the front of the binding.
No part of this pattern maybe reproduced or reprinted for commercial use, resale, or any manner without
written consent from the designer ©.
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Dotted lines are quilting lines

